In this announcement, we outline a version of Haefliger and Poenaru's Immersion Theorem [2] for topological manifolds. We then use our theorem to do surgery on topological manifolds, and obtain results such as the following: Let M n be a closed, almost parallelizable topological manifold (that is, the tangent bundle of M-p is trivial, p£M) which has the homotopy type of a finite complex. Then by a sequence of surgeries, M can be reduced to an [n/2 -1 ] connected almost parallelizable manifold.
)-^» «, ir$(t> u> u')) is an immersion on a neighborhood of AX (the diagonal of M). Two such representations define the same representation germ if they agree on a neighborhood of A X (the diagonal of M.
Observe that if ƒ is a simplex of Im^lf, Q), the map df defined as follows, is a simplex of R(TM'\ M, TQ):df(t, u y «') = (>» ƒ<«> ƒ««') where u, «'£ U, ƒ(/, u) = (/, f t u). We now state the Immersion Theorem. Suppose M has a handlebody decomposition with all handles of index<dim Q. i which is the identity on a neighborhood of âA*X£ tf~* and outside a compact set such that g = i on a neighborhood of A*X0. Further, the map h-»g is continuous in the compact-open topology. Now let K be a finite complex, K* the i-skeleton of K, with U"DK DJ. We will construct a sequence of level preserving homeomorphisms k* such that k*F(x, t) = {FQX, t) for x in a neighborhood of K* 9 *e[o,€].
Assume k*~l has been defined and let A be an i-simplex of K\ i^O. We may assume Fo is the identity, so k i " 1 F is the identity on a neighborhood of dA. Let 
F(t,f,u) = (t,F t (f,u)).

Applying this result in either direction at any level t we obtain U' t9 ƒ,= [/-€(/), /+€(/)] and p' such that UlCU', p*: I t Xl»XUl -^I t XP x V
is an isotopy and F t p l 8^Fat
sEItBy the «-Isotopy Theorem there is a neighborhood U" of A' contained in [//_! and an isotopy H'lItX^X
Ul-1 -+I t Xl n X V^x fixed outside a compact set with HlpKt', u)=pl(t', u), «££/", ï/<'_i prescribed. As in [2] , if *<dim Q we may reduce to the case in which this compact set lies inside ^(J*X f«-i).
Since We now use the Immersion Theorem to do surgery on topological manifolds (see [5] 
